Why asset
management

Report
2020

There's a tension between investing in
visionary companies versus investing in
beauty pageants, and we have always erred
on the side of the former.
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Asset Management 2020

A Brave New World
Assets under management (AuM) forecast worldwide 2020
would rise from US$63.9 trillion to US$111.2 trillion

The asset management industry stands on the edge of a number
of fundamental shifts that will shape the future of the industry…
Most asset managers have afforded themselves little time to bring
the future into focus and the way in which many of them will
operate in 2020, will be significantly different compared with
today.
The report’s key messages are highlighted thereafter.
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Huge rise in assets and shift
in investor base.
•

The rise in the volume of investable assets is set to increase from around $64 trillion today to
$102 trillion by 2020, a compound growth rate of nearly 6%.

•

Assets under management in the SAAAME (South America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East)
economies are set to grow faster than in the developed world.

➢

Growth in assets will be driven by three key trends:

1.

the government-incentivised shift to individual retirement plans;

2.

the increase of high-net-worth-individuals (HNWIs) from emerging populations;

3.

and the growth of sovereign wealth funds (SWFs).
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Pressures on the asset
management industry.
Alongside rising assets, there will be rising costs.

•

First, the costs of complying with regulation will remain high. Commercial cost pressures
will rise as firms grow their distribution networks.

•

Fees will be under continued pressure amid the ongoing push for greater transparency
and comparability.

•

Investment in technology and data management will need to be maintained or increased
to maximise distribution opportunities and to cope with regulation and reporting.
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Nothing to hide,
nowhere to hide, and
nothing at risk.
•

Full transparency over investment activity and products will exist at all
levels; there will be nowhere for non-compliant managers to hide as
regulatory and tax reciprocal rights criss-cross the globe.

•

By 2020, only the plain vanilla managed account will remain outside
regulatory reporting.

•

By 2020, regulators will have real-time access to portfolios, crossreferenced to market data.
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Game changers that
will redefine the
industry.

Narrowing profit margins and stagnancy will put added pressure on asset management
companies. Some exceptional companies will rise above the malaise of averageness and will
excel in this challenging environment. Understanding, analysing and acting on these would
prepare firms for the opportunities the changing landscape presented.
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Asset management moves centre stage

Regional and global platforms dominate
Fee models are transformed

3
Alternatives become more mainstream, digital outreach, P2P, crypto currency
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Asset management embraces Quantitative and analytical techniques, (AI)
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Asset Management Industry in the USA
Challenges ahead
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Flashpoint USA

Challenges ahead in 2018
Changing customer preferences
Within a generation, millennials will likely be an important
segment for many IM firms. Millennials’ preferences for
interaction are typically different from those of other
segments, requiring more digital trust and online
relationships.

New operating models

Investment managers are using a myriad of technologies in
their investment decision process—including AI and other
advanced analytical techniques to improve their traditional
processes. Is the competitive landscape for IM firms identical?

Investors favour lower-cost funds
The market shares of front-end and back-end load share classes have declined in
recent years, while those in no-load share classes have increased
substantially. Part of the shift to low-cost funds is linked to the shift from active to
passive funds.
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Blueprints that will
redefine the inhouse industry.

Narrowing profit margins and stagnancy will put added pressure on asset
management companies. Some exceptional companies will rise above the
malaise of averageness and will excel in this challenging environment.
Understanding, analysing and acting on these would prepare firms for the
opportunities the changing landscape presented.

Restructuring product portfolios,

And delivering technology-inspired customer
experiences designed for the digital era.

Streamlining operations, agility and cost
containment
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SOLUTION

Digital disruption!
The key determining factor for which future may unfold for IM firms might be the
strategic focus given to targeting investors with low balances or digital interaction
preferences.
For some firms it may make sense to target millennials, who tend to have both of these
characteristics.

Our Approach

Adapting to
Changing customer
preferences

Targeting millennials could demand quantum change because of their supposed
different relationship-building approaches and their digital expectations.

requiring more digital trust and online relationships.
investing approaches are usually more peer- and community-influenced.

Millennials are expected to begin to control significant investable assets. Their
wealth could amount to $15 trillion in the United States and $12 trillion in Europe
over the next 15–20 years. This may be an important factor in shaping the industry.

Source : Deloitte
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assets via AI and alternative data adoption!
Alternative data to augment
investment selection and portfolio
construction processes find that this
one change can be highly complex
because it cuts across the operating
model. Our right mix to data
sourcing and AI tool will be a
potential agent for change.

Source : Deloitte

exposer.
& Global

Outsource operations

Outsourced significantly focusing on operational agility and cost containment to include;

SOLUTION

1
Regulatory compliance,

4
Tax compliance

2
Middle-office services

5
Marketing & PR

3
Information technology (IT)
management

6
Business development

Staff augmentation , potential agent for change :
In a staff augmentation engagement model, firms use a service provider’s personnel to complement the
in-house team in execution of projects. This ranges from adding staff to an in-house project team to using
a traditional consulting project model.
While reliance on outsourced service partners increases for various functions across the value chain, the
ultimate responsibility to control the processes remains within the firm.

Thus offering , operational agility and cost containment with global outreach sale funnel.
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Conclusion
Focus on Millennials ( $15 trillion opportunity – next 15 to 20 years) by offering them the
perfect match; digital , global , liquidity , quick profits, low fee.

analytica@kryptarecords.com

Solution Snapshot

Jyoti Prakash
+91

8877706099

Endnotes

Source : Deloitte

Source : PWC report

Source : Capgemini

Solution Snapshot
High

Liquidity

Cryptocurrency is virtual currency that
uses encryption for security easily it can
be bought or sold through trusted
exchange network existing across the
global instantly.

Outreach

Token Asset Class
Compliance &

Inherent distributed ledger technologies
& smart contracts provide security and
encryption.

Low

Global

Widely virtual currency is embraced by
various networks pan across the global
while crowdfunding opportunities
through ICOs token offering allow to
operate and own highly lucrative global
portfolio assets.

Digital

Orientation

Instance digital transfer of funds and asset
token with low fee and encrypted data flow
will provide strong tailwinds for success for
today’s digital age citizens.

Security

Cost Products

Low fee to run smart self-compliance
legal contract run by code back on an
immutable distributed ledger spread
across the globe, reduces cost while
builds trust.

Emerging

Technologies

API Applications of Cognitive Computing,
Machine Learning, and AI across digital
wealth management industry for real
time insights.

Looking ahead , looking Global.
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We shape future!

